
Times tables star awards 
(1/2/3 star use PTA record sheet- 4 star separate record sheet) 

Year group 

expectation 

Reward given Facts known How assess? 

2 1 star times table 

champion certificate 
2x, 5x, 10x tables and related 

division facts.(up to 12) 

Racetrack in 4 minutes a perfect 

score and related division questions 

10x table + division facts =10x 

sticker. 

2x table + division facts =2x sticker. 

5x table + division facts =5x sticker. 

 

30 mixed division and multiplication 

2x,, 5x, 10x in 4 minutes- perfect 

score. 

3 2 star times table 

champion certificate 
3x, 4x, 8x, 6x, tables and related 

division facts. 

 

Multiply any two digit number by 10 

Multiply any one digit number by 

100 

Divide any multiple of 10 or 100 by 

10 or 100. 

Racetrack in 4 minutes a perfect 

score and related division questions 

3x table + division facts =3x sticker. 

4x table + division facts =4x sticker. 

8x table + division facts =8x sticker. 

6x table + division facts = 6x sticker 

Yr 4 expectation. 

 

30 mixed division and multiplication 

2x,3x,4x,,5x,6x,8x,10x in 4 minutes- 

perfect score. 

4 3 star times table 

champion certificate 
7x, 9x, 11x, 12x 

 

Multiply any one or two digit number 

by 10 100, 1000 

Divide any one or two digit number 

by 10 or 100  

 

 

 

Racetrack in 4 minutes 2 perfect 

scores and related division questions 

7x table + division facts =7x sticker. 

9x table + division facts =9x sticker. 

11x table + division facts =11x 

sticker. 

12x table + division facts =12x 

sticker. 

 

30 mixed division and multiplication 

all times tables in 4 minutes- 

perfect score. 

5 4 star times table 

champion certificate 

Solve missing number x and ÷  

 

 

 

Multiply and divide any number by 

10, 100 or 1000. (answers up to 6 

digits or down to thousandths) 

 

 

X 50 ,x 25 mentally by x by 100 and 

half/quarter. 

 

 

X by 9 and 99 using 10,100 and 

adjusting   

 

Divide numbers mentally using 

known facts 8÷4= 

                   80 ÷ 4= 

                   800÷ 4= 

                   8000 ÷ 4= 

(Th H T U ÷U using mental methods) 

30 mixed division and multiplication 

missing number questions in 4 

minutes- perfect score.-maths 

sticker 

 

30 mixed questions in 4 minutes- 

perfect score.- maths sticker 

 

 

 

30 mixed questions - 4 minutes 

perfect score.- maths sticker 

 

 

30 mixed questions - 4 minutes 

perfect score.- maths sticker 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

30 mixed questions all of above in 4 

minutes-perfect score. 

 


